COVID PRE-DEPARTURE – Critically Ill

1. If intubated, **CONFIRM ETT PLACEMENT** → EtCO2
   If not intubated, **TRANSPORT** + HiOX mask
   Avoid unnecessary circuit disconnect

2. **AIRWAY EQUIPMENT** for transport
   O2 tank, BVM + filter, HiOx

3. **NOTIFY UNIT** & confirm entry (MSICU x5286)
   IV pumps, chart in plastic bag, rocuronium

4. **CONFIRM MEDS & equipment** for transport

5. **IDENTIFY** doffing buddy

6. **TEAM MUST** change PPE before transport
   or ”clean” team outside ready to transport

7. **WIPE STRETCHERS** (handles & rails)

8. **CONCERNS** or ISSUES?

9. Use **ONLY** service elevators

10. **DEBRIEF** post transport